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With new releases launched throughout the year, the fragrance market offers consumers an enormous selection, but
there has been little change among the top perfumes.

According to a new report by A.T . Kearney, four of the top five fragrances for women have held the same market
position since 2010 despite the introduction of more than 100 new releases. While these new scents have been
brought to market with strong media and promotions, consumers are seemingly uninterested in purchasing anything
but their personal favorites, leaving marketers questioning methods and brands grappling with ROI measurements.

"Consumers have strong brand loyalty but the in-store experience can get more than 40 percent of shoppers to buy a
different brand," said Nemanja Babic, study co-author and a principal in the strategy and marketing practice of A.T .
Kearney.

"Brands are investing in one type of experience, however a lot of the marketing spend seems to be inefficient, as
consumers seek different types of experiences," he said. "[For example,] more/better customer service and fewer
ads/spritzers etc.

"Frequent new launches require significant investment in advertising and promotion, typically above what
supporting an existing brand would require, to ensure retailers' support and placement on shelf, as well as to
establish initial consumer awareness in the cluttered space."

A.T . Kearney's "Dollars and Scents: Winning in Fragrances" report focused on prestige fragrances and was based
on an online survey of 844 shoppers, 18 years or older. The respondents were 72 percent female and 28 percent
male. Questions concentrated on purchase motivators.

Scents and success 
The report found that despite fragrance brands and retailers' best efforts, consumers are not interested in the
sector's advertising. With such large marketing investments put into place to cultivate interest, A.T . Kearney's report
offers advice to fragrance marketers on how to push fragrances more economically and effectively in-stores and
online.

When asked what influences a fragrance purchase, 32 percent of respondents said that their decisions are swayed
by promotional offers and discounts. This is followed by service and free gifts at 25 percent and 20 percent,
respectively.
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Coco Mademoiselle print ad by Chanel

Other efforts that fall short include in-store samples and spritzers at 22 percent and 12 percent. Point of sale ads and
materials also do not make an impact with only 12 percent of respondents being influenced by such.

In the physical retail space, A.T . Kearney found that 33 percent of fragrance shoppers do not even notice point-of-
sale advertising. Of those who do notice the POP ads, many find them to be irritating, distracting and taking away
from the overall fragrance counter experience.

While in theory a sample of a fragrance should work as a primer for purchase, in-store samples are wasteful and not
cost effective in terms of production and training and managing sales associates for distribution.

Only 45 percent of samples, or one in every two samples given, results in a purchase. Likewise, spritzers, the
practice of offering a sample spritz to passersby in a retail setting, is  considered a drain marketing resources and
ROI.

Dolce & Gabbana ad for Light Blue

When shopping online for a fragrance, respondents were similarly motivated by promotional offers and previous
trials at 29 percent and 20 percent, respectively. Twenty percent of consumers bought a fragrance online when the
physical point of sale did not have the scent in stock.

Most importantly, marketers must be aware that fragrance consumers are creatures of habit. For in-store shoppers, 34
percent made their last purchase to replenish a favorite and 42 percent of online shoppers claimed the same.

But, loyalty does have its limits. If brand or retail marketing spurs an interest in a different scent, with promotional
offer being the leading cause, nearly 50 percent of consumers will purchase a fragrance other than or in addition to
their favorite.

A particular purchase 
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Keeping this consumer behavior in mind, it becomes clear why four out of the top five women's perfumes have
remained in the same spot since 2010.

In the report, A.T . Kearney found that the four leading women's fragrances between 2010 and 2015 are Chanel's
Coco Mademoiselle, N 5, Chance Eau Tendre and Dolce & Gabbana's Light Blue. Estee Lauder's Beautiful was
among the top five between 2010 and 2013, but was replaced by Viktor & Rolf's Flowerbomb and Marc Jacobs' Daisy
in 2014 and 2015, respectively.

For men's cologne, Giorgio Armani's Acqua di Gio and Bleu de Chanel have the most consistency being preferred
by consumers in the five year period. Other colognes to place include Armani Code, L'homme YSL, Calvin Klein's
The One, Polo Red, Gucci Guilty and Dolce & Gabbana Light Blue.

"Perfume is a personal form of self-expression," Mr. Babic said. "Through the combination of product and astute
marketing, those top selling products are a proxy for what the wearer wants to say about her- or himself.

"I'd say that lasting success in the market comes from establishing a strong emotional connection with the user," he
said.

For example, Chanel personalized its fragrance marketing with a video featuring model and brand ambassador
Gisele Bndchen.

Ms. Bndchen is the current face of Chanel's iconic N 5 fragrance marketing, and this particular effort departed from
the French label's typical campaigning for this segment of its  brand. Instead of focusing heavily on product and
glamour, Chanel concentrated on what its fragrances may mean for the wearer and those around them.

In the video, Ms. Bndche explains that if you smell a fragrance worn by someone, it may remind you of that
someone, even if it was from 20 years before. Ms. Bndchen links this sentiment to the scent and perfume of her
mother and hopes that her children remember the same (see story).

//

"Smell is  a very powerful thing" - Gisele Bndchen #ChanelFragrance

Posted by CHANEL on Wednesday, December 16, 2015

Overall, Chanel Beauty leads its industry in establishing a strong emotional connection with consumers through a
foundation of intimacy, according to a report from MBLM.

Chanel Beauty's marketing is proficient in embracing the six markers needed for a strong relationship with
consumers, including indulgence due to its price and status as a luxury brand. Also, Chanel Beauty commonly
references its identity and includes nods to nostalgia to connect with consumers and push its products, both of
which are MBLM markers (see story).

Indeed, fragrance brands and retailers must evolve marketing efforts to be more efficient and effective. While the
tactics currently in use have their place, they must be reevaluated to reflect consumer behavior.

"There is an opportunity to both evolve the current tactics," Mr. Babic said.

"[Including] tailoring the shopping experience and moving away from mass' sampling effort[s] and to re-evaluate
the overall mix of marketing investment between the tactics such as customer service, POST etc. to better meet the
customer needs and reduce waste," he said.
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